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Abstract. Decahedral anatase particles (DAPs) with eight equivalent (101) facets and two (001)
facets were prepared by the gas-phase process. Monometallic and bimetallic photocatalysts were
prepared by photodeposition of silver and copper on DAP. It was found that the method of metal
deposition (sequential/simultaneous) is crucial for resultant properties and thus for photocata-
lytic performance. The fastest hydrogen evolution during metal deposition was observed for
copper deposited on premodified DAP with silver (DAP/Ag/Cu), probably due to partial cover-
age of silver with fine clusters of Cu and thus facilitation of proton adsorption and reduction on
well-dispersed Cu nanoclusters. Although DAP/Ag/Cu exhibited the fastest rate of hydrogen
evolution, single-modified DAP with silver exhibited the best performance for oxidative
decomposition of organic compounds under vis irradiation. © The Authors. Published by SPIE
under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this
work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI:
10.1117/1.JPE.7.012008]
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1 Introduction

Visible light-responsive photocatalysts have been considered as future materials which could
help to solve emergency human problems concerning energy demand, drinkable water, and
a clean environment.1–4 Among them, modified titania photocatalysts have been the most
extensively investigated since bare titania has often been found to be the best heterogeneous
photocatalyst, due to high photocatalytic activity, availability, cheapness, stability, and negligible
toxicity (i.e., due to the toxicity of nanomaterials).5–8 Despite these advantages, the broad
application of titania is still limited to world regions with a high intensity of solar radiation,
due to its wide bandgap (ca. 3.0 to 3.2 eV depending on polymorphic form), and thus the
necessity of being excited with UV irradiation.

Therefore, titania has been surface modified with organic and inorganic compounds,9–11 and
doped with various cations and anions,11–14 which caused either narrowing of its bandgap15 or
photoinduced charge transfer between the titania and modifier.16–18 It must be pointed out that
modification could significantly influence the photocatalytic performance under UV irradiation,
and in some cases, a decrease in photocatalytic activity has been observed since modifiers/dop-
ants could also work as recombination centers for electrons and holes. Noble metals are one of
the most extensively studied surface modifiers since they significantly inhibit the e−∕hþ recom-
bination under UV irradiation working as an electron sink,19–23 and they can activate titania
toward visible light irradiation due to localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), thus being
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so-called “plasmonic photocatalysts.”24–26 Although application of noble metals as an electron
sink under UV irradiation was started almost 40 years ago,19 the use of plasmonic properties for
photocatalysis under visible light is quite new,27 which means that opposite results have been
published, e.g., on the mechanism [charge transfer (mainly electron,27–31 but also simultaneous
hole transfer has been reported32), energy transfer,33–35 and plasmonic heating36–38] and on deci-
sive factors for photocatalytic performance (size and shape of plasmonic NPs and properties of
the support).39–44 Despite contrary results, a common conclusion can be drawn, i.e., the mor-
phology of photocatalysts (properties of metallic deposits, semiconductor, and interactions
between them) is decisive for both photocatalytic activity and the mechanism.45 For example,
a slight change in morphology of trilayered gold (core)/silver/titania nanorods resulted in a
change of the mechanism from electron transfer to energy transfer (with an increase in titania
thickness).44 It should also be pointed out that a large majority of the studies has been performed
for commercial support of noble metals, often on titania P25 (nonuniform mixture of anatase,
rutile, and amorphous phases),46,47 consisting of various impurities, irregular morphology, and
being highly heterogeneous, where possible participation of various components and defects in
resultant overall photocatalytic performance cannot be neglected. Therefore, in this study facet-
ted anatase titania particles [decahedral anatase particles (DAPs) with eight (101) facets and two
(001) facets] of well-controlled morphology and thus high photocatalytic activity were used as
a support for nanoparticles of noble metals. Silver (Ag) and copper (Cu) were selected for this
study, due to their advantageous prices (in comparison to gold and platinum) and future possible
application for microorganism inactivation, as their antimicrobial properties have been known
since ancient times, and nowadays the application of Ag and Cu in the form of various nano-
structures has been intensively investigated.48–53

2 Experimental Details

DAPs were prepared by the gas-phase method, as reported elsewhere.54 In brief, DAPs were
prepared from titanium(IV) chloride (TiCl4) and oxygen by rapid heating and quenching of
the gas reaction mixture, which hindered the formation of perfect anatase crystals [octahedral
anatase particles (OAPs)].55 TiCl4 was fed continuously to a vaporizer heated at 453 K through
which argon passed to introduce TiCl4 into a quartz tube set in an infrared furnace. Oxygen
stream, coaxial with central TiCl4 stream, was fed at 473 K. The central part of the quartz reactor
tube was wrapped with platinum foil, and only this part was heated to 1373 K. DAP containing
powder collected from the quartz tube and the glass fiber filter in the downstream were used for
metal modification.

Silver and copper (2 wt. % in respect to titania) were photodeposited on titania in a sealed and
deaerated (15 min Ar prebubbling) suspension of DAPs (500 mg) containing methanol (25 mL,
50 vol. %) and an aqueous solution of noble metal (AgNO3, CuSO4 · 5H2O) under UV/vis irra-
diation [high-pressure mercury lamp of 22-mW light intensity, under magnetic stirring (500 rpm)
in a thermostated water bath (298� 5 K), set-up shown and described elsewhere56]. During the
irradiation, the amount of generated hydrogen in the gas phase was measured every 15 min by
gas chromatography (GC-TCD). The obtained metal-modified DAPs were centrifuged, washed
three times with methanol and six times with Milli-Q water, and freeze-dried. Bimetallic-modi-
fied DAPs were prepared by simultaneous (codeposition) and sequential photodeposition of met-
als, i.e., DAP/Ag-Cu (codeposited), DAP/Ag/Cu (first Ag was deposited on titania and then Cu)
and DAP/Cu/Ag (first Cu and then Ag). Details of the photodeposition method were presented
previously.57,58 The codes of samples were defined as DAP (anatase sample composed mainly of
DAPs), DAP/Ag (silver deposited on DAP), DAP/Cu (copper deposited on DAP), DAP/Cu/Ag
(silver deposited on DAP/Cu), DAP/Ag/Cu (copper deposited on DAP/Ag), and DAP/Ag-Cu
(copper and silver codeposited on DAP).

Properties of samples were analyzed by diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS; JASCO
V-670 equipped with a PIN-757 integrating sphere), X-ray powder diffraction (XRD; Rigaku
intelligent XRD SmartLab with a Cu target), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS; JEOL
JPC-9010MC with MgKα X-ray), scanning electron microscopy (SEM; JEOL JSM-7400F),
and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) equipped with an energy-dispersive
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X-ray spectroscopy (STEM-EDS, HITACHI HD-2000).54,59 For DRS analysis, barium sulfate
and bare facetted anatase (DAP) were used as references.

Photocatalytic activity was tested for (1) decomposition of acetic acid (5 vol. %) under UV/
vis irradiation (set-up used for metal photodeposition) and (2) oxidation of 2-propanol (5 vol. %)
under vis irradiation [for two irradiation ranges: λ > 420 nm and λ > 450 nm: Xe lamp, water
IR filter, quartz mirror, and cut-off filter Y45 and Y48, respectively (vis light intensity: 250 to
350 μW, lamp spectrum, and set-up shown previously)42,56]. Amounts of liberated (1) carbon
dioxide in the gas phase and (2) acetone in the liquid phase (after powder separation) were deter-
mined by gas chromatography (GC-TCD and GC-FID, respectively), details shown elsewhere.28

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Preparation of Mono- and Bimetal-Modified DAP

DAP was modified with NPs of Ag and Cu by the photodeposition method, and the data obtained
for hydrogen evolution during photodeposition are shown in Fig. 1. Photoreduction of cations by
photogenerated electrons on the surface of an irradiated semiconductor in the presence of a hole
scavenger is one of the oldest and most often used methods for preparation of metal-modified
semiconductors.19,60–62 The fastest hydrogen evolution (the shortest induction period of ca.
7 min) was observed for Cu deposition on DAP. The induction period (intersection with the
x-axis), during which NPs of noble metal are formed, differs depending on the noble metal
and properties of titania. For example, photodeposition of Pt and Au is very fast with often
undetectable induction periods (almost linear evolution of hydrogen from the beginning of
irradiation).50,57,58,63,64 However, for less noble metals, a longer irradiation time is necessary
to reduce respective cations and to form NPs, e.g., 8 min for Cu and 45 min for Ag (during
deposition on OAPs).65 Cu is known for its stronger than Ag activity for methanol dehydrogen-
ation due to its larger work function [4.61 to 4.67 eV (Ref. 66) and 4.14 to 4.46 eV (Ref. 67),
respectively].50,65 The difference between the metal work function and the electron affinity of
titania (3.41 to 4.5 eV)68–71 is decisive for generation of a Schottky barrier (the electronic
potential barrier formed at the metal–semiconductor heterojunction), i.e., the greater the differ-
ence between the electron affinity of titania and the work function of metal is, the higher is the
Schottky barrier. Additionally, the higher the Schottky barrier is, the higher is the transfer and
trapping of photogenerated electrons by metal,72 and thus the higher is the hydrogen generation
rate. DAP/Cu/Ag and DAP/Ag-Cu bimetallic photocatalysts showed much lower activity
than that of Cu-modified DAP. The poor activity of a codeposited sample (worse than expected:
resultant reaction rate between that of two single-modified samples) is probably caused by
possible formation of an AgCu alloy [Positive shift of XPS peak for Ag 3d5∕2 from 368.1 to
368.2 eV for DAP/Ag and DAP/Ag-Cu, respectively (as was proposed for Ag–Cu bimetallic
nanoparticles.)73]. An increase in the overvoltage toward the hydrogen evolution reaction
was reported for an AgCu alloy electrode in comparison to electrodes composed of single metals
(a silver electrode and a copper electrode), which was surprising since silver and copper have
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Fig. 1 Hydrogen evolution during photodeposition of metals on DAP sample.
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similar properties concerning the overvoltage.74 Therefore, a probably larger overvoltage for
hydrogen evolution could be the reason for the low level of photocatalytic activity of the
DAP/Ag-Cu sample. The DAP/Cu/Ag sample exhibited the lowest activity among bimetallic
samples. It is thought that sequential deposition should result in partial coverage of one
metal by another since during this deposition, NPs of predeposited metal (here Cu) are negatively
charged (as they are an electron reservoir). Similarly, in the case of silver photodeposition on
gold-modified titania, the formation of core(Au)-shell(Ag) was reported.58 Thus, partial depo-
sition of Ag on the surface of Cu (DAP/Cu/Ag) inhibited proton adsorption on the surface of
Cu NPs and, consequently, in hydrogen evolution. Interestingly, sequential deposition of Cu on
DAP/Ag (DAP/Ag/Cu) resulted in the highest rate of hydrogen evolution among all samples
(0.53 μmolmin−1 versus 0.04, 0.08, 0.14, and 0.44 μmolmin−1 for DAP/Ag, DAP/Cu/Ag,
DAP/Ag-Cu, and DAP/Cu, respectively). Although the induction period was slightly longer
than that for single Cu deposition (DAP/Cu), since Ag (present on titania surface) disturbed
in reduction of Cu(II), the linear evolution of hydrogen after 30 min of irradiation indicated
an electronic interaction between two modifiers. To clarify the possible interactions detailed
characterization of samples were performed.

3.2 Characterization of Ag- and Cu-Modified DAP

The color of samples was brown and violet during photodeposition of Ag and Cu, respectively,
which confirmed that zero-valent metallic deposits were formed since LSPR of small spherical
NPs of Ag and Cu appears at 410 to 430 (Refs. 75 and 76) and 560 nm,77 respectively. In the case
of sequential metal deposition, the samples took the color of the second metal, i.e., deposition of
Cu on DAP/Ag resulted in DAP/Ag/Cu with violet color and deposition of Ag on DAP/Cu
caused brown coloration of DAP/Cu/Ag. The color of sample during codeposition was dark
gray. The color of dried samples (insets of Fig. 2) was different than that during photodeposition,
which could be caused by surface oxidation of these less noble metals (In contrast, the color of
Au- and Pt-modified titania did not change after contact with air.).57,65 Similar observations on
color change after sample drying were obtained for deposition of Ag and Cu on OAPs65 and
commercial titania samples.42,48

Photoabsorption properties (DRS spectra) are shown in Fig. 2. The intrinsic interband
absorption of titania is observed at wavelengths shorter than 400 nm (Eg ≅ 3 eV), as shown
in Fig. 2(a). Slight photoabsorption observed for DAP at wavelengths longer than 400 nm
could be caused either by impurity or a reduced form of titanium (Ti(III)). DAP possesses
very high purity since only three compounds are used for its synthesis: TiCl4, O2, and Ar.
Therefore, only chloride could be considered as its impurity. After synthesis, DAP was washed
thoroughly with Milli-Q water and thus only a small content of chlorine (<0.5 wt. % of titania)
was detected on the surface of DAP by XPS analysis. The possibility of formation of Ti(III) is
also low since synthesis of DAP is performed in excess of oxygen in the system. On the other
hand, the conditions of DAP synthesis, i.e., rapid heating and quenching of the reaction mixture
(ca. 1-s residence time in the oven), which are necessary to avoid the formation of
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Fig. 2 DRS spectra of modified DAP samples taken with (a) BaSO4 and (b) DAP as a reference.
Inset: photograph of dried samples.
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octahedron (thermodynamically favorable, OAPs) instead of decahedron, could result in forma-
tion of some lattice defects, e.g., reduced form of titanium [Ti(III)].

NPs of noble metals can absorb visible light as is clearly shown in Fig. 2(b). Two maxima in
the LSPR peak could be observed for DAP/Ag, which indicates the high heterogeneity of
silver deposits: fine nanosized NPs (LSPR at ca. 410 nm) and large particles (LSPR at ca.
590 nm).49,78–80 The photoabsorption properties of Cu-modified samples are quite different
than reported ones, where generally, due to rapid copper oxidation, no LSPR peak of Cu
could be detected (no absorption at 400 to 600 nm), and a single broad peak at 600 to
1000 nm indicated the presence of CuO.81,82 For a single DAP/Cu sample, the broad peak
from 400 to 800 nm could be caused by: (1) the interfacial charge transfer (IFCT) from the
valence band of titania to the CuxO (X∶1; 2) clusters at 400 to 500 nm, (2) the interband
absorption of Cu2O at 500 to 600 nm, (3) LSPR of zero-valent Cu at ca. 550 to 570 nm,
and (4) 2Eg → 2T2 g transitions of Cu2þ located in the distorted or perfect octahedral symmetry
at 600 to 800 and 740 to 800 nm, respectively.51,83,84 Considering the shape and width of the DRS
peak of DAP/Cu with the maxima at ca. 700 nm, it is thought that copper could exist in all
reported forms: Cu(0), Cu(I-II), Cu(I), and Cu(II). Interestingly, photoabsorption properties
of bimetallic photocatalysts differed, and maxima at shorter wavelengths (ca. 510 nm) could
indicate that Cu(I) is the predominant form in those samples.

Morphology of samples was investigated by microscopic observation, and exemplary STEM
images for single-modified samples are shown in Fig. 3. It is clear that Cu forms small nano-
clusters of ca. 2 nm, which are uniformly distributed on DAP. On the other hand, aggregation of
silver results in the formation of polydispersed NPs (3 to 40 nm), which confirms the broad
LSPR peak of silver (Fig. 2). Aggregation of Ag NPs results in the copresence of unmodified
titania particles in the final product, as clearly shown in the right part of Fig. 3(a) (marked by
a white, dashed rectangle), which should be crucial for the resultant photocatalytic activity.

To investigate morphology of bimetallic samples, STEM-EDS was applied, and exemplary
images for DAP/Ag/Cu and DAP/Ag-Cu samples are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In the DAP/Ag/Cu
sample, Ag formed larger NPs than Cu, which was uniformly distributed on the surfaces of both
titania and silver NPs. However, a few places with a high density of Cu were also observed,
suggesting the formation of large Cu NPs, as shown in Fig. 4(b). It should be pointed out
that larger NPs of Cu were only formed in the vicinity of Ag NPs. It is thought that the interaction
between both metals during Cu deposition could result in the formation of aggregates of Cu since
during photodeposition silver is negatively charged (working as an electron sink).

In contrast to DAP/Ag/Cu, no large Cu NPs were formed in the codeposited sample (DAP/
Ag-Cu). This sample had uniformly distributed very fine (nanosized) Cu and Ag nanoclusters, as
shown in Fig. 5. Interestingly, several large Ag deposits (>100 nm) were also observed in this
sample, but they did not initiate the formation of large Cu NPs in their vicinity [Fig. 5(d)].
It is proposed that due to competition between the two metals during photodeposition,
copper occupied the surface of titania first, forming either single nanoclusters or an alloy with
silver. Similarly, copper hindered direct deposition of silver on titania. Therefore, large deposits
of silver were also observed in this sample.

Surface composition of samples and oxidation states of elements were determined by XPS,
and the data obtained are summarized in Table 1. Titanium, oxygen, carbon, silver, and copper

Fig. 3 STEM images of (a) DAP/Ag (marked region shows unmodified titania particle) and
(b) DAP/Cu.
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were analyzed in detail, and a fraction of the oxidation states of elements from the deconvolution
of XPS peaks is shown in Table 2. Exemplary XPS peaks for Ti 2p3∕2, O 1s, C 1s, Cu 2p3∕2, and
Ag 3d5∕2 of DAP/Cu/Ag sample are shown in Fig. 6. The ratio of oxygen to titanium exceeded
two, reaching ca. 7.6 and 3.4 to 7.2 for bare and modified DAP samples, respectively.
Enrichment of the titania surface with oxygen has been often reported, e.g., a ratio of 4.6
for titania samples prepared by the microemulsion method,41 a ratio of 2.5 for titania prepared
by laser ablation,85 and a ratio of 2.2 to 5 for OAP prepared by HT (depending on duration of
HT).65 Significant excess of oxygen on the surface of DAP (7.6 ratio) is reasonable since anatase
particles are formed under the continuous flow of oxygen. The deconvoluted oxygen peak indi-
cates the presence of three forms of oxygen at ca. 529.4, 531.6, and 533.1 eV. The first peak is
related to oxygen in the crystal lattice of TiO2, the second peak to C═O, Ti2O3 and OH groups
bound with two titanium atoms, and the third one is related mainly to hydroxyl groups bound to
titanium and carbon (Ti─OH, C─OH).86,87 The content of lattice oxygen on the surface of DAP
amounted to only ca. 20%, thus the surface was mainly composed of hydroxyl groups (or other
compounds containing oxygen, e.g., carbon dioxide from air). Modification of the DAP surface
with NPs of noble metals resulted in a decrease in the content of hydroxyl groups (except for
codeposited sample: DAP/Ag-Cu), which is reasonable since surface modifiers displaced other
adsorbed species. This competition of adsorption on the titania surface between hydroxyl groups
and metal deposits can be crucial for photocatalytic performance, especially in the case of reac-
tions performed in organic media. For example, for cyclohexane oxidation, deposition of gold

Fig. 4 (a) and (b) STEM images with respective EDS images of DAP/Ag/Cu taken at different
view. Mapping colors: Ti, green; Ag, red; Cu, yellow; SE-mode, scanning mode of STEM.
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NPs on the titania surface resulted in a decrease in the amount of available hydroxyl groups,
which in consequence decreased the amount of generated hydroxyl radicals during irradiation
and thus the efficiency of oxidation.88 Slightly smaller content of lattice oxygen (TiO2) in
codeposited sample (DAP/Ag-Cu) indicates that some particular bimetallic nanostructure with
surface oxygen enrichment was formed. Deconvolution of Cu and Ag peaks confirms that this
sample differed significantly from others, having the largest Cu content, the smallest Ag content,
the smallest content of Cu2þ, the largest content of Cu(0), and the largest content of Ag2þ. The
most surprising aspect of the codeposited material is that it contains the largest fraction of Cu and
the smallest fraction of Ag of any of the bimetallic composites: it is expected that the materials
prepared by sequential deposition, DAP/Cu/Ag, and DAP/Ag/Cu, should have larger Ag and Cu
content, respectively. Interestingly, the DAP/Ag-Cu sample has an even larger content of Cu on
the surface (14 wt. %) than single-modified DAP with Cu (DAP/Cu, 12.9 wt. %). It is thought
that during codeposition, segregation of two metals could result in the formation of a silver core
and Cu discontinuous shell (fine Cu clusters deposited on the surface of silver). Similar metal

Fig. 5 (a)–(d) STEM images with respective EDS images of DAP/Ag-Cu taken at different view.
Mapping colors: Ti, green; Ag, red; Cu, yellow; SE-mode, scanning mode of STEM.
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segregation for Ag-Cu composites has already been reported, e.g., during radiolytic reduction–
deposition of Ag and Cu on titania P25.81 However, based on obtained STEM-EDS images, it is
difficult to confirm/reject the possibility of formation of an Ag(core)-Cu(shell) due to the small
sizes of metallic clusters (nanosized) uniformly dispersed on the support (Fig. 5). It is highly
possible that the mixture of Ag-Cu alloyed nanoclusters, core–shell nanoclusters, and mono-
metallic nanoclusters/NPs (nanoclusters of Cu and large deposits of Ag) could coexist in the
codeposited sample.

NPs of silver and copper have positively charged surfaces with 1þ being the predominant
form (Agþ and Cuþ). Sequential deposition significantly influenced the form (charge) of pre-
deposited metals, i.e., DAP/Ag/Cu has the highest content of zero-charged silver (27.3%) since
at the beginning of Cu deposition, electrons from titania are sinking in predeposited silver, and
subsequently deposited Cu stabilized Ag NPs. Similarly, a decrease in the content of 2þ charged
Cu (from 12.8% to 5.6%) and increase in the content of 1þ charged Cu (from 82% to 93.7%)
was observed in the case of sequential deposition of Ag on DAP/Cu.

Titanium in all samples existed mainly in Ti4þ form, e.g., 98% in DAP (details in Table 2).
Deposition of metals slightly changed the surface composition of the sample, and the largest
content of oxygen vacancies (Ti3þ) was observed for samples in which Cu was deposited
first, e.g., ca. 3.9% in the DAP/Cu sample and ca. 3.3% in the DAP/Cu/Ag sample. On the

Table 2 Fraction of oxidation states of Ti, O, Cu, and Ag from deconvolution of XPS peaks of Ti
2p3∕2, O 1s, Cu 2p3∕2, and Ag 3d5∕2

Samples

Ti 2p3∕2 (%) O 1s (%) Valent state (%) Valent state (%)

Ti4þ Ti3þ TiO2 Ti-OHa Ti-OHb Ag2þ Agþ Ag(0) Cu2þ Cuþ Cu(0)

Bare- and metal-modified DAP

DAP 98.0 2.0 20.8 44.2 35.0 — — — — — —

DAP/Ag 98.2 1.8 33.3 46.4 20.3 0.53 89.50 9.97 — — —

DAP/Cu 96.1 3.9 25.5 37.5 37.0 — — — 12.8 82.0 5.2

DAP/Ag/Cu 100 0.0 27.2 29.6 43.2 5.0 67.6 27.3 16.1 82.8 1.1

DAP/Cu/Ag 96.7 3.3 28.8 33.2 38.0 1.0 82.7 16.3 5.6 93.7 0.7

DAP/Ag-Cu 100 0.0 19.7 38.7 41.6 6.7 83.3 10.0 2.9 89.0 0.7

aTi-(OH)-Ti, Ti2O3, C = O.
bTi-OH, C-OH.

Table 1 XPS analysis of oxygen, titanium, carbon, silver, and copper for various DAP samples,
and fraction of oxidation states of C from deconvolution of XPS peak of C 1s

Samples

Content (at. %) Ratio

Ag (wt. %) Cu (wt. %)

C 1s (%)

Ti O C Ag Cu O/Ti C/Ti C─C C─OH C═O

Bare- and metal-modified DAP

DAP 3.4 26.2 70.4 — — 7.6 20.6 — — 71.1 17.5 11.4

DAP/Ag 6.5 27.9 64.9 0.76 — 4.3 10.0 15.88 — 75.7 13.0 11.3

DAP/Cu 3.6 26.2 69.6 — 0.59 7.2 19.1 — 12.87 73.0 15.5 11.5

DAP/Ag/Cu 9.0 30.2 59.1 0.35 1.37 3.4 6.6 5.25 12.08 68.4 22.3 9.3

DAP/Cu/Ag 5.5 26.3 67.2 0.23 0.78 4.7 12.1 5.60 11.18 49.0 41.1 9.9

DAP/Ag–Cu 4.0 25.6 69.8 0.14 0.70 6.5 17.6 4.76 14.00 66.1 23.6 10.3
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other hand, deposition of silver decreased the content of Ti3þ, suggesting preferential deposition
of silver on lattice defects. Similar behavior was proposed for gold NPs, which were preferen-
tially formed on lattice defects of titania.28,89

3.3 Photocatalytic Activity of Ag- and Cu-Modified DAP

DAP modification with silver and copper resulted in significant enhancement of UV/vis photo-
catalytic oxidation of acetic acid, as shown in Fig. 7. DAP/Ag exhibited the highest photoca-
talytic activity, indicating that an enhancement in activity did not correlate with the work
function of metals. Therefore, not only formation of the Schottky barrier (inhibition of
e−∕hþ recombination), but also other factors were crucial for overall photocatalytic performance.
Previously, it was shown that the content of surface hydroxyl groups influenced the formation of
reactive oxygen species (ROS), and thus photocatalytic activity.90,91 For example, Cu/OAPs
possessing the highest content of hydroxyl groups on its surface also exhibited the highest
photocatalytic activity among other OAPs samples modified with Ag, Pt, and Au.65 Interestingly,
in this study, neither the work function of metal nor the content of hydroxyl groups correlated
with photocatalytic activity, i.e., DAP/Ag has the highest activity despite the lowest content of
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hydroxyl groups on the surface. In contrast to methanol dehydrogenation (anaerobic conditions),
decomposition of acetic acid was carried out in the presence of oxygen. In this regard, the pos-
sible heterojunctions between oxides of noble metals (formed on the surface of metallic deposits)
and titania could result in enhanced photocatalytic activity. Similar heterojunctions between
titania and CuO, Cu2O, Ag2O, and AgO have already been proposed for inhibition of the
recombination of charge carriers.53,81,84,92 It is also possible that heterojunction CuO∕Cu2O-TiO2

is less active than metal-modified titania Ag∕TiO2 or Ag-AgO∕TiO2. (Copper exists mainly in
oxidized form, but silver coexists in metallic and oxidized form.) To clarify this matter, a series of
photocatalysts possessing the same composition and being different only by the oxidation state
of metals will be investigated in future research.

The two most active samples (DAP/Ag and DAP/Ag/Cu) differed significantly in their
properties, i.e., DAP/Ag had the highest content of Agþ (89.5%) among all samples, whereas
DAP/Ag/Cu had the lowest content of Agþ (67.7) and the highest content of zero-valent Ag
(27.3%). Therefore, different mechanisms for both samples should be proposed, i.e., interparticle
charge transfer between: (1) TiO2 and Ag2O for DAP/Ag, and (2) TiO2-AgO∕Ag-CuO∕Cu2O
for DAP/Ag/Cu. The correlation between photocatalytic activities of bimetallic samples under
anaerobic conditions (methanol dehydrogenation, Fig. 1) and aerobic conditions (Fig. 7)
suggests that the morphology of bimetallic deposits is crucial for photocatalytic performance.
Therefore, it is proposed that the most active sample (DAP/Ag/Cu) has Cu nanoclusters uni-
formly distributed on the surface of both titania and Ag NPs (Fig. 4). However, participation
of larger NPs of Cu, deposited in the vicinity of Ag NPs, in the overall photocatalytic perfor-
mance could not be neglected and will be investigated in detail in our future study.

Photocatalytic activity under visible light irradiation was first tested for irradiation at wave-
lengths longer than 420 nm to ensure inactivity of bare titania and to keep overall plasmonic
properties of silver. Photocatalytic activity of modified samples [Fig. 8(a)] generally correlated
with their photoabsorption properties (Fig. 2). DAP/Ag sample had the strongest absorption of
visible light and its photocatalytic activity was the highest. However, observed photocatalytic
activity of bare DAP under irradiation with a visible light was surprising and made the discussion
on the photocatalytic performance of other modified samples, which showed lower photocata-
lytic activity than that of DAP, difficult suggesting that those modifiers hindered the intrinsic
activity of bare DAP (This vis-response could be caused by the presence of adsorbed Cl− or Ti3þ,
since small conductivity for bare DAP samples was observed even up to 545 nm, and this phe-
nomenon will be investigated in detail in our future study.). Therefore, activity tests were
repeated for a narrower range of irradiation by using another cut-off filter (Y48) to ensure
the transmission of light with wavelengths longer than 450 nm [Fig. 8(b)]. Indeed, application
of longer wavelengths of irradiation eliminated the visible response of bare DAP. The photo-
catalytic activity of bimetallic samples (DAP/Ag/Cu, DAP/Cu/Ag, DAP/Ag-Cu) corresponds
with the photoabsorption properties presented in Fig. 2. DAP/Ag showed the highest visible
activity among tested samples. Interestingly, DAP/Cu showed slightly higher activity than
bimetallic samples. Similar behavior was observed for other plasmonic photocatalysts
(Au-Ag, Au-Cu, Ag-CuO) under visible light irradiation, i.e., decrease in activity after addition
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of the second modifier.58,81,93,94 For example, in the case of bimetallic photocatalysts containing
silver and gold, single-modified samples showed higher photocatalytic activity (either TiO2∕Au
or TiO2∕Ag depending on titania support properties) than bimetallic photocatalysts in which two
metals formed a bimetallic nanostructure, e.g., core–shell.58 Only photocatalysts with NPs of
both metals separately deposited on titania (Ag NPs and Au NPs) showed higher photocatalytic
activity due to the ability of absorption of more photons by LSPR of two metals (different posi-
tions of LSPR). It was proposed that the deposition of two metals close to each other (bimetallic
nanostructure) resulted in electron transfer from one metallic deposit to another one (recombi-
nation of charge carriers), instead of being transferred to the conduction band of titania.
Similarly, modified titania P25 with Ag and CuO showed the best photocatalytic performance
for single-modified titania with CuO, then with Ag, and finally with bimetallic NPs.81 Although,
in this study, opposite performance of single-modified samples was noticed, i.e., higher activity
of TiO2∕Ag than that of TiO2∕CuðCu∕Cu2O∕CuOÞ, all bimetallic photocatalysts exhibited
worse photocatalytic activities than monometallic ones, which could indirectly support the
mechanism of action of plasmonic photocatalysts through the charge transfer mechanism rather
than energy transfer one. The opposite performance of monometallic photocatalysts (activity:
TiO2∕Ag > TiO2∕Cu) than the reported one (activity: TiO2∕Cu > TiO2∕Ag), could result from
the properties of copper where Cu was mainly in the form of CuO. Therefore, the heterojunction
between two semiconductors, CuO and TiO2, could result in enhanced photocatalytic perfor-
mance. (It should be pointed that P25 consists of anatase and rutile, which influences the proper-
ties and photocatalytic activity of resultant photocatalysts by either preferential deposition of
metal NPs at the anatase/rutile junction or by charge transfer between two crystalline compo-
nents and/or modifiers.) In this study, Cu is mainly in the form of Cu2O. Therefore, it is proposed
that for activation of titania under visible light Cu in the form of CuO is more recommended.

4 Summary and Conclusions

Facetted anatase titania particles with a decahedral crystal shape were intended for modification
by silver and copper. Photodeposition of silver and copper on the DAP surface was successful
and monometallic and bimetallic photocatalysts were obtained. The type of the selected method
of metal deposition determines the resultant parameters of the prepared photocatalysts, and as
a result, their photocatalytic efficiency. The highest hydrogen evolution ratio was observed
for DAP/Cu and DAP/Ag/Cu among metallic and bimetallic photocatalysts, respectively.
The role of Cu is connected with the fact that the generated Schottky barrier is higher than
that for Ag and consequently the transfer and trapping of photogenerated electrons by metal is
higher, which influences the higher hydrogen generation rate. The deposition of Ag on the sur-
face of Cu (DAP/Cu/Ag) is responsible for the inhibition of proton adsorption on the Cu surface
and, as the result, a lower rate of hydrogen evolution. All metallic and bimetallic photocatalysts
absorb visible light. Photoabsorption properties depend on the type of metal and its configuration
on the DAP surface. Cu NPs mainly form small nanoclusters which are uniformly distributed on
the DAP surface. Ag forms large polydispersed NPs. The aggregation of Ag NPs was confirmed
by the broad LSPR peak of silver.

Modification of DAP with silver and copper significantly enhanced photocatalytic activity in
the UV/vis range. It was found, on the basis of the oxidative decomposition of acetic acid, that
this improvement of activity can be justified by possible heterojunctions between copper/silver
oxides and titanium dioxide which can be responsible for inhibition of the recombination of
charge carriers, together with the formation of the Schottky barrier. Similarly as was found
for an anaerobic reaction system, morphology of bimetallic deposits is an important issue
which influences photocatalytic activity.

DAP/Ag showed the highest visible light activity, higher than DAP/Cu and other bimetallic
samples. In the case of DAP/Cu, copper is mainly in the form of Cu2O and its heterojunction
with titania is not preferred for visible light activity as TiO2∕CuO. Lower photocatalytic activity
of bimetallic samples can possibly be explained by electron sinking in NPs of the second metal
instead of being transferred via titania to adsorbed oxygen, which indirectly supports the mecha-
nism of action of plasmonic photocatalysts by electron transfer rather than energy transfer.
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It has been shown that the morphology of plasmonic photocatalysts is a key factor for photo-
catalytic activity under both UV and visible light irradiation. It is proposed that by morphology
arrangement an efficient photocatalyst with the ability of working under the overall solar spec-
trum could be prepared. Although interesting results on the photocatalytic performance of ana-
tase titania have been obtained, they need further study for clarification of phenomena observed,
especially on the mechanism of electron transfer/recombination. Particle shape engineering
together with the concept of plasmonic photocatalysts is a perspective area of design of new
photocatalytic materials dedicated for selective reaction systems and working under the overall
solar spectrum. The expected high photocatalytic efficiency of morphologically controlled nano-
particulate plasmonic systems can significantly contribute to the extension of photocatalysis
applicability.
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